New trailer floor solution offers big savings for
large fleets
Before WISA-TopGrip Evo2
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According to Colin Holthaus, technical director for the National Association of Trailer Manufacturers,
reducing costs and increasing safety are the main drivers behind new technologies for trucks and
trailers.3 In a test done by trans aktuell,4 which tracked seven vehicles over a period of two and a
half years, the annual average total cost of operation (TCO) per truck was €165 000.5
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each player seeks to differentiate itself in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and value for money.6

A sustainable and cost-effective alternative
For large fleets, each cost is multiplied by the number of trailers. Left unchecked, small expenses can add up and
in a competitive landscape, every penny counts. Let’s look for example at one of the most common solutions to
secure cargo – the anti-slip or friction mat. While using anti-slip or friction mats with ratchet straps are a popular
option for making sure that heavy loads are secured properly during transport, there are many downsides to using
them. Safety-wise, they expose personnel to several risks, such as falling off the trailer while installing the mats or
having a piece of clothing or even a part of their body caught between the mat and the cargo during loading.
Moreover, anti-slip mats have a fairly short lifespan and need to be replaced constantly. Considering that anti-slip
mats cost about €0.50, each truck load can cost between €15 to €20, not to mention the additional time and
labour cost from inefficient loading and unloading practices. This means that using anti-slip mats can cost the
company up to €6 000 annually for each truck.7
Testing of the new WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring has been carried out in the past couple of years. The new
cargo securing solution helps make loading more efficient, saving fleets both time and money. Using WISATopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring saves an average of between 5 to 15 minutes per load. In addition, using the more
sustainable WISA-TopGrip Evo2 rather than friction mats can save a company running a fleet of 7 000 trucks up
to €20 million annually in material and labour costs.8
The second generation WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring has performed excellently in laboratory testing
measuring its friction coefficient when used with paper reels, EPAL pallets and gitter boxes.9 In test situations,
which included testing WISA-TopGrip Evo2 floors against extreme loads, they showed no sign of damage even
after a year of use.10 Most importantly, installing WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring instead of using friction mats
minimises the accident risks that trucking personnel are exposed to.
Large fleets can improve their efficiency and save tons of money in the process by replacing anti-slip mats with
WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring.
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